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About This Game

Challenge your skills in this new action-platformer adventure. Jump, Shoot and Dash throughout the city choosing which crisis
to solve first as you gain new powers and make a few allies along the way. Fight your way through legions of evil robots and

thugs as you try to save the world.

Navyblue is a star hero of Metromega, the most advanced, and now secure, place in the world. Bound to a near omnipotent
power called the Blueforce, he's been thrown in the career of vigilante and achieved to put every villain behind bars, except one.

But what happens when an evil scientist devices a way to even the playing field?
Doom has arrived and it's up to you to save the day!

Bolstered by a dangerous new weapon, several notorious villains have banded together.

Collect new suit designs throughout the city

Acquire powerful new weapons by defeating super villains

Explore the various districts of Metromega as you try to save them from destruction.
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can't play this game anymore ask for CD key AGAIN even though i used it once for the BASE game i bought the DLC as it was
on sale a while back now ask for CD key again and it says its already in use. this game is very fun however it is only a hour long
it only has a few levels. Summary:
Competent, bug-free adventure game (find object X to use at location Y) with some hidden objects and puzzles thrown in. But
lacks greatness. (Completed in just over 4hrs, minus a few in-game achievements)
7/10

Pros:
+ Nice animations and graphics
+ Some fantastical settings/scenarios

Cons:
- Lip-synch is bad. Really bad.
- Music, plot, voice acting is not memorable. Just ... OK.. My god this is terrible.
Abhorrent graphics.
Terrible controls.
Cant get past tutorial
Do not buy. this game is hella fun. The bullet hell combat has a good variety of levels, and the shoot\/don't shoot dynamic leads
to some exciting moments. The focused intensity of the combat is nicely balanced with some interesting worldbuilding in the
form of little stories, and a nice character builder.

This Cuboid's a keeper.. This game is straight. Nothing about this game is wack forreal. Its worth the money. I just expected it
to be a good beat em up. I proved to be so much more. Great Stuff. My top picks:

"A mighty trial" (st4)
"The darkness crawling" (st5)
"Get over the light" (st6). Do not waste your money on this.
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Rubbish Game.
Beautiful vision.
But\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Control.. It's a good game, but definitely more focused on multi-player coop,
versus single player. While there's some single player activities, the game is limited in this respect. If you're looking for a solid
Single Player experience, this might not be able to provide you what you're looking for. If it's Coop you seek, then look here to
find a diamond in the rough.. This game is a piece of work I'll tell you that, the graphics and colors are bright and stunning, it
makes you want to end up being a bird just to experience the beautiful tranquility as you hover above buildings, roads, people
and explore the clear blue skies. It's very relaxing and enjoyable, especially for the price it asks for.. game feels like everything
is half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\/ half done was ok with a friend but wouldnt play it alone. Short sweet
fun :3. I had an unexpected amount of fun playing this game!
My Playthrough: https://youtu.be/DC9YqpnLG5g. This game is fun and adorable. And great with friends. I just hope that you
will be able to somehow add in multiplayer. Because not everyone has friends nearby to play this with. I still recomend this
game though.. I like the hoverboard idea, which produces very smooth gameplay. The graphics, for me, remind me of Tron.
Various "shapes" come and attack you. I suggest you dodge them!

See gameplay at https://youtu.be/L_Vq4km_MN0. Only AI, theres no PvP
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